
Assemble-It

What’s Assemble-It

What’s New in 
Assemble-It

Better Together

BEC Assemble-It ® is Easy, Everyday 
Document Assembly. Using Assemble-It, 
any user can capture a block of text to be 
retrieved and used over and over again.

Product Overview

Clauses by Bookmark
Custom Actions

Automated Re Lines
Matter Correspondence Tools
Matter Correspondence View
Legal Suite Product Template Integration

BEC Resources
ILTA>ON Solution Center

https://www.beclegal.com/ilta-2020-resources/
https://on20.iltanet.org/on20/solutions/bec


What is Assemble-It?

Assemble-It is a document assembly 
and clause library solution for 
Microsoft Word.  Designed for use 
within Microsoft Word’s task pane, 
Assemble-It is easy, convenient and 
intuitive to use!

The screen capture shows
1) The Assemble-It tab on the Word ribbon,
2) The Clause Library in the Word task pane, and
3) The assembled document with Word content controls (in orange) for 

variable data.



Organize Document Content 
in Word’s Task Pane

• Clauses can be inserted into headers 
and footers in addition to the 
document

• Question and Answer scripts provide 
a guided process to completing a 
document

• Based on the answers, Assemble-
It selects appropriate content and 
generates a completed 
document



Assemble-It 
Integration

Assemble-It seamlessly integrates with both 
LegalBar Templates and MatterLink (for variable 
matter data) to provide a comprehensive matter-
based document automation solution.



Clauses 
by Bookmark

An Assemble-It clause can now be 
associated with a Word Bookmark name, 
providing a new way to organize your 
standard content.  By adding the same 
bookmark name to clauses of like content, 
you might group all pleading captions 
together, all signature blocks together, etc. 
When using bookmarks in Word, Assemble-It 
shows your clause choices "by bookmark" 
name allowing you to add the most 
appropriate content.

A benefit of this feature is that a document 
can pull content from multiple clause 
libraries.

Return to What’s New What’s New in Assemble-It (download)

https://www.beclegal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Whats-New-BEC-Legal-Suite-MatterLink-Docket-LegalBar-AssembleIt-4.2.pdf


An Assemble-It clause can also be linked to 
a custom action macro to be automatically 
run whenever the clause is inserted in a 
document. If a pleading heading, for 
example, requires a specific font size or 
other formatting, that requirement can be 
automated in the clause and accomplished 
as the clause is inserted.

Return to What’s New

Custom 
Actions

What's New in Assemble-It 4.2 (download)

https://www.beclegal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Whats-New-BEC-Legal-Suite-MatterLink-Docket-LegalBar-AssembleIt-4.2.pdf
https://www.beclegal.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Whats-New-BEC-Legal-Suite-MatterLink-Docket-LegalBar-AssembleIt-4.2.pdf


Automated
Matter Re Lines

By taking advantage of the integration between MatterLink, 
Assemble-It and LegalBar, correspondence Re Lines can be 
automated in several ways. Standard Re Lines can be stored 
in Assemble-It, LegalBar Templates, or pulled directly from the 
Matter or Contact record in MatterLink.



Matter Related Parties 
Correspondence Tools

Actions in the Action Panel
1. Send Letter

 Launches LegalBar’s Letter generator
2. Send Memo

 Launches LegalBar’s Memo generator
3. Send Fax

 Launches LegalBar’s Fax Coversheet generator
4. Send Envelope

 Launches LegalBar’s Envelope and Label tools



Matter Related Party Correspondence View

Set the rules for correspondence to all Related Parties when using Assemble-It 
with LegalBar Templates.  You can now set up the defaults if a related
party should always be a cc’d or 
bcc’d on correspondence sent 
relating to the matter, set the Re 
line which should be used for the 
related party (e.g. an Adjuster may 
need a different Re line from that 
typically used in the Matter,) and 
set the names of contacts who 
should be cc’d or bcc’d when 
correspondence is sent to the 
related party.



Legal Suite Product
Template Integration

Use LegalBar’s Variable Builder along with Assemble-It 
Clauses.  Leverage the power of the integration 
between products to design clause language which 
contains variable placeholders for data that will be 
retrieved from MatterLink.

Variable placeholders 
inserted via LegalBar

Standard language inserted 
through Assemble-It

Variable data populated 
from MatterLink



Thank you for
your interest
For more information:
Return to BEC Resources
or
ILTA>ON Solution Center
or
info@beclegal.com

https://www.beclegal.com/ilta-2020-resources/
https://on20.iltanet.org/on20/solutions/bec
mailto:info@beclegal.com
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